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The extent of influence of health determinants on the health index was examined by regression analysis; the
interrelations between the health determinants and.

They investigate how emotional responses vary and understand how to interact positively with others in a
variety of situations. Murray et al. The most commonly used approach to incorporating prevalence data into
health longevity is the so-called Sullivan method [ 12 , 13 ]. Surveys asked a wide variety of questions about
health and lifestyle behaviours as well as socio-demographic information. The FAS is a validated scale that is
used across all countries using the HBSC survey, and has been used in aggregate analyses focusing on the
relationship between SES and adolescent health [ 31 ]. Current methods focus on expectations of healthy
longevity, and are often limited to binary health outcomes e. Consistently, population-level evaluations
demonstrate that both children and adolescents in Canada are failing to achieve established healthful
recommendations for all of these behaviours [ 1 â€” 3 ]. Children between the ages of 8â€”13 are
recommended to get between 9 and 11 hours of sleep per night, whereas youth between the ages of 14â€”17
are recommended to get 8 and 10 hours of sleep per night. These behaviours have also been shown to be
associated with academic achievement. As participating students are nested within school environments, while
schools are nested within provinces, students are more likely to be similar to other students within their school
environment, and in their province or territory, as education is under the jurisdiction of provinces and
territories in Canada. Only  Lifestyle behaviours physical activity, diet, sleep, and screen time and confounders
age, sex, and SES were first considered individually in a univariable analysis to assess unadjusted effects, and
then were included together in a fully adjusted model. Because several studies have found the relationship
between physical activity and academic achievement to have an inverse-U shape rather than a positive
dose-response shape [ 26 , 27 ], we divided the days per week achieving 60 minutes of physical activity into
three categories: 0â€”2 days, 3â€”5 days, and 6â€”7 days. Table 1 lists all food frequency questionnaire items
and their loadings onto respective factors. Students provided self-report of academic achievement, diet,
physical activity, sleep duration, recreational screen time usage, height, weight, and socioeconomic status.
Most students  Incidence-based calculations have well known advantages e. Results Students with incomplete
data who were excluded from analysis had significantly lower socioeconomic status, were more likely to have
the recommended levels of physical activity, higher Junk Foods and Drinks scores, and more screen time than
those with complete data. In this paper, we introduce a matrix approach to the analysis of healthy longevity.
Table 2 describes the demographic characteristics of participating students within the HBSC survey who were
included in the present analysis. Findings from these limited studies indicate that exhibiting a healthy diet,
adequate physical activity and sleep, and reduced screen time, have individual, positive associations with
academic achievement regardless of body weight status with the exception of one study [ 19 â€” 22 ]. But
there are some things within our power to change. The matrix M contains probabilities of death; m ij is the
probability that an individual in age class i makes a transition into absorbing state j. Statistical analysis
Mixed-effects logistic regression was employed given that the proportional odds assumption required for
ordinal logistic regression was violated. It has been used to analyze lifetime economic transfers, in which the
reward at any age may be income, expenditures, or deficits, a case where both positive and negative rewards
occur [ 26 ]. Our usage is close, but not identical, to what Murray et al. Body weight status Height and weight
were self-reported by students in the unit of their choice. Children were classified as overweight if they were
more than 1 standard deviation above the mean and obese if they were more than two standard deviations
above the mean [ 30 ]. In this paper, we are concerned with the analysis of prevalence data; we will consider
matrix methods for incidence data elsewhere. Transitions include the possibility of remaining in the same
state. For ease of readibility, these categories are henceforth referred to by their letter categories. It applies to
both categorical and continuous health outcomes, to combinations of multiple outcomes e. Vectors are column
vectors by default. Remaining grip strength years decrease with age more dramatically than healthy years but
their variability pattern is similar to the pattern of healthy years. All provinces and territories invited to
participate in the survey consented to participation. This class includes all analyses that combine information
on mortality and on health status, with the intent to relate health and length of life. The power of the
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theoretical framework that we present here is that it provides a unified, matrix-based, approach to all of these
concepts. Show all annotations. In addition, overweight and obesity have been associated with poorer
academic achievement [ 10 ], although recent reviews have noted that studies including potential mediators
and moderators of this relationship, such as physical activity, diet, sleep, screen time, and socioeconomic
status, have rarely been considered in these analyses [ 11 , 12 ]. Many results familiar from life table analyses
can be extended using this framework. Although we will focus on age-classified models, the method applies
equally to life cycles classified by stages e. Many analyses are restricted to binary health characteristics e.


